ANALYSIS

Hollywood trend: Are computers replacing actors?

By茂盛. Johnson

The Hollywood trend toward using computers to create special effects and replace actors is at an all-time high and seems likely to continue. This is not a new phenomenon, as special effects have been used in films for many years. However, the technology has advanced to the point where it is now possible to create highly realistic characters and scenes that can stand alone as movies. This is a trend that is likely to continue as computer technology becomes even more advanced.

Concerts

From our exchange.

Live concert is also a popular activity in Reno, where the city is known for its entertainment venues.

Gifts

From our exchange.

It's a great time to shop for gifts. Whether you're looking for something for a loved one or just want to treat yourself, there are plenty of options available. Keep in mind that some stores may have limited hours during the holiday season, so it's best to check their hours before heading out.

Don't believe that politicians will listen to someone like you?

It takes little less than two minutes to register to vote. That means your voice will be heard in the next election. And that should get the attention of, at least, a few politicians. Don't let an elite few manage issues that control your life and pocketbook. Register to vote now. Here's how: you must be a U.S. citizen, 18 years of age by election day, and you must physically and legally reside in the county where you want to vote. If registering in person, you must provide a photo identification and proof of current residence and identity. If registering by mail you must have Social Security, Nevada driver's license or identification card number. Then read the Reno Gazette-Journal for continuing coverage of election issues and candidates.

Where to register:

Registrar of Voters: 1031 E. Ninth St., Reno, 328-3670
Justice Court, Incline Village, 865 Tahoe Blvd
Justice Court, Sparks, 630 Greenbriar Drive
Courthouse, Curry and Mussey St., Carson City, 887-2087
Clerk-Treasurer, 1594 Esméralda St., Room 105, Minden, 782-9023
Or, any local Nevada Department of Motor Vehicles office.

Last day to register to vote in the general election is October 5,
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